Black Crime Roundup, September of 2020
Elderly Couple: An elderly white couple in their 80s were hunted down
and assassinated by a 29 year-old nigro with a scoped rifle in May of
2020. Their murderer was named Sheldon Francis, and the incident
occurred in Delaware. The elderly couple was from Maryland and were
innocently visiting their son’s grave at a veteran's cemetery at the time
of their murder.
Joseph Bullock was a 42 year-old white man and 19-year veteran of the
Florida Highway Patrol who was murdered by a nigro motorist in Palm
City, Florida in February of 2020. Officer Bullock was trying to assist this
cretin with his disabled vehicle on I-95 when the witless black ape shot
and killed him. The moron was apparently incensed at having his car
towed involuntarily from the "shoulder" of I-95.
Rosalie Cook: Was a white, 80 year-old Houston widow who was
murdered in May of 2020 by a 38 year-old black career criminal, who
was out on bond when he stabbed her to death in the course of an
attempt to steal her purse and vehicle.
Fortunately, a police officer quickly responded to the scene and killed
the black bastard with two shots as he emerged from the victim's car
with his knife and attempted to stab the officer, as well. This psychotic
ape had been previously arrested 67 times.
Katie Thyne was a 24 year-old white, female police officer in Newport
News, Virginia who was questioning a nigro driver about his possible
drug possession in January of 2020 when he attempted to flee in his
vehicle, crushing her to death when the car crashed. She leaves behind
her fianc an a t o year-old daughter. Of course, the nigro was out on
bond from an earlier felony.

Kristopher Dacus was a 33 year-old white man who was an employee
of a cemetery in North Little Rock, Arkansas. In February of 2020, he
insisted that four black male trespassers leave the cemetery. One of the
four, a teen- ager, refused to comply and after a brief scuffle, pulled out
a gun and shot the victim multiple times.
Melissa Hamilton was a 50 year-old white woman who worked as an
addiction counselor in Nashville, Tennessee, who was murdered by a
black bastard in December of 2019. Her nigro murderer stabbed her 73
times and raped her, as well. She is survived by her husband.
The simple truth is that blacks are practically synonymous with violent
crime, and murder in particular. It is a glaringly dishonest strategy of
the left to feign outrage over the very rare cases of blacks murdered by
white cops, while conveniently turning a blind eye to the tens of
thousands of murders committed by blacks each year in the U.S.

